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cc65 is a complete cross development package for 65(C)02 systems, including a powerful macro assembler, a C compiler, linker,
librarian and several other tools. It is based on a C compiler that was originally adapted for the Atari 8bit computers by John R.
Dunning. The original C compiler is a Small C descendant but has several extensions, and some of the limits of the original Small
C compiler are gone. The original copyright allows free redistribution including sources, even if it would not qualify as Open
Source Software according to the Open Source Definition.

Compiler Features:
The compiler is almost ISO C compatible, so you should be able to translate many sources from other systems. Here is a list of the
differences:

- The compiler allows single line comments that start with //. This feature is disabled in strict ANSI mode.

- The compiler allows unnamed parameters in parameter lists. The compiler will not issue warnings about unused parameters
that don''t have a name. This feature is disabled in       strict ANSI mode.

- The compiler has some additional keywords that are needed for special features. In strict ANSI mode, the additional
keywords start with two underscores.

- The volatile modifier has no effect.

- The datatypes float and double are not available.

- The compiler does not support bit fields.

- C functions may not return structs and structs may not be passed as parameters by value. Struct assignment is possible.

- There are some limitation on the size of local variables. Not all operations are available if the size of local variables exceeds
256 bytes.

- Part of the C library is available only with fastcall calling conventions (see below). This means, that you may not mix pointers
to those functions with pointers to user       written functions.       

There may be other target system dependent limitations. One example is file I/O, which is not implemented on all platforms. This
is no technical limitation (as with the stuff mentioned above) but does just mean that no one cared enough to write the actual
code.

Host: Win, Linux, DOS, OS2,....     

ftp://ftp.musoftware.de/pub/uz/cc65/    
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